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1. INTRODUCTION 
In what follows, the nonempty set C will be endowed with an additive operation denoted as "+" 
and will satisfy the following condition: 
f ,g  • C imply f +g • C. 
The mapping A : C --* (0, c~) is called additive on C if it satisfies the condition 
A(f  + g) = A(f) + A(g), for all f, g E C, (A) 
and the mapping L : C --, [0, c~) is said to be superadditive on C if it satisfies the assumption 
L( f  + g) >_ L(.f) + L(g), for all f, g E C. (SA) 
From these mappings, we can introduce the following: 
L(f) and H(f)  := [F(/)] A(f), where f • C. F(f)  := A(f)  
The main aim of this paper is to point out some properties of these mappings. Applications 
of these mappings connected with the classical Jensen's discrete inequality for convex functions, 
Hhlder's and Minkowski's inequalities, ~eby~ev's inequality, and Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwarz's 
inequality are also given. 
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2. THE RESULTS 
We begin with the following theorem containing a property of the mapping H defined above. 
THEOREM 2.1. If A is additive on C and L is superadditive on C, then the mapping H : C 
[0, oo) given by 
[L(f)]  A(I) 
H(I) := [A(I)J ' (2.1) 
is supermultiplicative on C, i.e., satisfies the condition 
H( f  + g) ~_ H(f)H(g), for all f, g • C. (2.2) 
PROOF. Using the well-known arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality for real numbers, i.e., 
ax + fly _ _  >_ x~/(a+~) yM(a+~), where x, y >_ 0 and a, fl _> 0, with a +/3 > 0, 
we have successively: 
L( f  + g) L( f  + g) > L(f) + L(g) 
F ( f  + g) = A( f  + g) = A(f) + A(g) - A(f)  -t- A(g) 
A(f ) (L( f ) /A( f ) )  + A(g)(L(g)/A(g)) A( f )F( f )  + A(g)f(g) 
A(f) + A(g) A(f)  + A(g) 
>_ [F(f)]A(f)/(A(f) +A(g)) [F(g)]A(g)/(A(I)+A(g)), 
for all f,  g E C. This gives us 
[F(f + g)] tA(I)+A(o)] ~_ If(f)] A(f) [F(g)] A(g). 
But A(f)  + A(g) = A( f  + g), and thus the above inequality is the same as (2.2). 
The following corollary follows by mathematical induction. 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. Suppose that the additive operation on C is associative and A,L ,H  are as 
above. If f~ e C(i = ~n) ,  then we have the inequality 
H f, >l-IHCf,). 
i=l i=l 
The following corollary of "pseudomonotonicity" holds. 
COROLLARY 2.1.2. Let e E C with L(e) ~ 0 and define the mapping 
IF(f)]  A(f) 
Ue(f) := LF(e)J ' f~C.  
Then, the mapping Ue is pseudomonotonic modulo e, i.e., for all f, 9 E C with f = g + e, the 
following inequality holds: 
Ue(/) >_ Ue(g). (2.3) 
PROOF. Suppose that f ,g E C so that f = g + e. Then by Theorem 2.1, we have 
I F ( f ) ]  A( / )  - -  [F(g + e)] A(g+e) ~ [F(g)] A(g) [F(e)] A(e). 
But 
[F(e)IA(I) = [F(e)]A(g +e) = [F(e)]A(g)[F(e)]A(e), 
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thus, by the above inequality we get 
Ue(f) = [F( f ) ]  A(I) [F(g)iA(g)[F(e)]A(~) IF(g)] A(g) 
[F(e)J  >- [F(e)]A(g)[F(e)]A(e) = LF---~J = Ue(g). 
Now, for given e, q E C, we define the following sequence of real numbers: 
IF(he + q)]  [nA(e)+ A(q)] 
Fn(e'q) := [" -F--(~(e) J hEN.  
This sequence has the following properties. 
COROLLARY 2.1.3. With the above assumptions, we have 
(i) the sequence Fn(e, q) is nondecreasing; 
(ii) the following bound holds: 
infFn(e,q)= [ ( )liF,q,i A(q). 
~eN [F(e)J ' 
(iii) the following inequality holds: 
F2n(e, 2q) > Fn-l(e, q)Fn+l(e, q), 
for all n > 1. 
PROOF. 
(i) Let n > 0. Then (n + 1)e + q = ne + q + e which give us, by Corollary 5.1.2, that 
Fn+l(e,q) = Ue((n + 1)e + q) > Ue(ne + q) = Fn(e,q) 
and the statement is proved. 
(ii) The statement is obvious. 
(iii) We have successively: 
2q) = [F( ne + 2q)l 
[ F(e) J 
= [F ( (n -1 )e+q)+(n+l )e+q]  
> H((n - 1)e + q)g((n  + 1)e + q) 
-- [F(e)]A(2ne+2q) 
[f((n - 1)e + q)]A((n-l)e+q)[f((n + 1)e + q)]A((n+l)e+q) 
[F(e)]A(2ne+2q) 
= Fn_l(e,q)F,~+l(e,q), n >_ 1, 
H((n - 1)e + q + (n + 1)e + q) 
[F(e)]A(2ne+2q) 
and the required inequality is proved. 
Now, let us assume that C is a convex cone in real linear space X, i.e., C satisfies the conditions: 
(C1) x, yEC implyx+yEC;  
(C2) xeCanda_>0implyaxEC.  
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Also, we shall assume that A : C --* (0, oo) is additive and positive homogeneous on C, i.e., 
A(c~x + ~y) = aA(x) + ~A(y), for all a,/~ >_ 0 and x, y E C, 
and L is superadditive on C and positive homogeneous on C, i.e., 
L(ax + ~y) > aL(x) + ~L(y), for all a, ~ > 0 and x, y e C. 
Now as above, we define the mapping F : C --* [0, co) as follows: 
F(f) := L(/)  A(f)' f e C, 
and for two elements e, q E C fixed in C, consider the function 
f(t  + q)] t,A(,)+A(.)I [ Q(t; e,q) = [ -~(~ j 
which is well defined, for all t >_ 0. 
The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that A, C, L, and Q are as above. Then, we have 
(i) Q(.; e, q) is monotonic nondecreasing; 
(ii) the following bound holds: 
IF(q)] A(q) 
t>0inf Q(t; e, q) = Q(0; e, q) = [F--~J " 
(iii) Q(.; e, q) is 1ogarithmical]y concave on [0, oo). 
PROOF. 
(i) Suppose t2 > tl >_ 0, then it follows that 
Q(t2; e, q) = Q((t2 - tl) + tl; e, q) 
r + q) + (t2 - 
t F(e) J 
> [ f ( t :  + q)]A¢t,~+q)[Rift,  -- tl)e)]A¢<t2-t')~) 
- [F(e)] [A(tle+q)+A((t2-t,)e)] 
[ "~D) = Q(h; e, q), 
where we have used the fact that 
F((t2 - tl)e) = L((t2 - tl)e) 
A(t2 - t l )  
(t2 - tl)L(e) 
(t2 - t l )A (e )  
= F (e ) .  
Q(t; e, q) > Q(0; e, q), for all t ~ 0. 
This completes the proof of the monotonicity of the mapping Q(.; e, q). 
(ii) It suffices to note that 
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(iii) Let tl, t2 >_ 0 and a, fl _> 0 with a + f~ = 1. Then, we have 
[F(,~We + q) + ~(t~.e + q))l "I°(''"÷~)÷~('"e÷q)l 
Q(atl  + ~t2;e,q) [ r(e) ] 
> [F(~(tle + q))],~It.A(.)+A(q)l[F(~(t2e + q))]~It.A(~)+a(~)] 
--  [F(e)]Ala(t le-t-q)- i -~(t2e+q)] 
- t F -~ ] j 
= [O(tl; e, q)]'~[Q(t2; e,q)]~, 
because a simple calculation gives 
F(a(tle + q)) = F(tle + q) and F(~(t2e + q)) = F(t2e + q), 
for all a, fl _> 0. This shows that the mapping Q(.; e, q) is logarithmically concave. 
In the following sections, we shall discuss everal interesting applications of the above results for 
some classical inequalities such as Jensen's discrete inequality for convex functions, HSlder's and 
Minkowski's inequalities, Ceby~ev's inequality, and Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwarz's inequality. 
3. APPL ICAT IONS FOR JENSEN'S  INEQUAL ITY  
Let C be a convex subset of the real linear space X and let f : C --* R be a convex mapping. 
Here, we consider the following well-known form of Jensen's discrete inequality: 
(1  I 1 Zp j (x~) ,  (3.1) s g~p,~,  _<g 
iE I  ] iE I  
where I denotes a finite subset of the set N of natural numbers, xi e C, pi > 0, for i E I and 
Pi: ~:~eip~ >0 (see also [1,2]). 
For some recent results in connection with this classical inequality, we refer to the papers [3-5] 
and the references given therein. 
Let us fix I e PI(N) (the class of finite parts of N) and x~ • C (i • I) and consider the mapping 
J : J+ (I) --* R given by 
J(p) := ~p,s (~, ) -  PiS ~ ~p,~,  _> o, 
iEl  i~I / 
where J+(I) := {Pi >__ 0 : i E I with PI > O} and f is convex on C. 
We have the following lemma (see also [6]). 
LEMMA 3.1. The mapping J is superadditive on J+(I), i.e., for aU p,q • J+(I) the following 
holds: 
J(p + q) > J(p) + J(q) > O. 
PROOF. Indeed, for all p,q E J+(I), we have 
(1 
i E l  iE I  (1 
iE I  iE I  
Z(P~ieI + q~)xi) 
- -  ~(p,,~, +q, lx,). 
(3.2) 
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Since f is convex on C, it follows that 
LiEI iEl  j -- \ I ie l  ] Q// i e l  / 
Therefore, 
(1 / 
J(p + q) >_ ~p,S(x , )  + ~ qd(: , )  - P,S ~ ~p, : ,  - O , f  -z- F_. q,:, = J(p) + J(q), 
~el iel ieI / \~ I  iel ] 
and this completes the proof of the inequality (3.2). 
Now, consider the mapping 
/1" 
where p, x = (xi)iei, I and f are as above. 
The following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. With the above assumptions, we have 
K(p + q) > K(p)K(q) E O, for all p, q • J+(I), 
i.e., the mapping H is supermultiplicative on J+(I). 
PROOF. The argument is obvious by Theorem 2.1 applied for the mappings L = J and A(p) = Pt. 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. With the above assumptions and for p, q • J+(I) with p - q = e • J+(I), 
one has the inequality 
[s(p)l 
s-~)J > LS---~-)J ' 
where 
1 Zpj(x ,  )_ f -~T ZP~X'  
S(p) := ~ ~ \ I ~e~ / 
and S(e) is assumed to be positive. 
Farther, ff we consider the mapping in t given by 
[ S(te + q)] tE,+QI 
Q(t) := [ ~-(~ t >_ O, e, q E J+(I), 
and S(e) > O, then by the use of Theorem 2.2, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. With the above assumptions the mapping Q/s  logarithmically concave and 
nondecreasing on [0, oo) and infte[0,oo)Q(t) = (S(q)/S(e))¢'. 
The above results have interesting consequences forsome classical inequalities, as follows. 
(a) Assume that pi, qi _> 0 so that PI, Qz > 0. Then we have the inequality: 
[ IP] (PI+Q') (Pz + Qz)p(PI+Q') 
(p~ + Q~),-x y~.~, + qi)llz, ll" - Y'~(v, + q,)x, >_ .,,p,,.,q(~, 
iEI iEl "~ I *'~I 
× q,  ll ,ll'- • 
i61 i6I / iEl iEl / 
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The proof follows by Proposition 3.2 applied for the convex mapping f : X -- R+, f(x) = 
Ilxll p, p > 1. 
(b) Let xi > 0 and Pi _> 0 (i E N) so that PI > 0. Denote 
1 
A(I, p, x) := ~ ~ p,x,. 
I iEI 
and 
/ \ liP, 
i 
\ i es  / 
The following inequality is well known in literature as arithmetic mean-geometric mean 
inequality 
A(I,p,x) > G(I,p,x). 
By the use of Proposition 3.2 applied for the convex mapping f : [0, oo) --. R, f(x) := 
- In  x, we get the inequality 
>- \G(I,q, ' 
or equivalently, 
A(I ,p+q,x)  { [ln (A(l,p_,x) PI/(PI+QI) 
where Pi, qi _> 0 (i • I) and PI, Ql > O. 
The above inequality is also a refinement of the A.M.-G.M. inequality. 
4. APPL ICAT IONS FOR HOLDER'S  AND 
MINKOWSKI 'S  INEQUAL IT IES  
We begin by displaying some notations that we shall need: 
E := {x = (x~)~el : xi • R+, i • I, I is a finite part of N}, 
(z Ilxll , ,p :=  mix , z ,m • E, p • R\{0}, 
\iEI / 
g(m, I ,p ,x ,y)  := llxllm,i,p]lyHm,l,q -Ilxyllm,I,1, 
M(m,I ,p,x,y)  := (llxllm,l,p + IlYlIm,/,pF - I Ix+ Yllm,I,p,P 
where p • R\{1} and q := p/(p - 1) and m, x, y • E and I is as above. 
For p > 1, with q as above and m,x,y E E, H51der's inequality 
H(m,I ,p,x,y) > 0 (4.1) 
holds. The sign in (4.1) is reversed for p < 1. In either case, the equality holds if and only if 
P x~ for all i, j • I. xi = xq "~ ' xj 
The following result in literature is known as Minkowski's inequality. 
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For p > 1 and m, x, 9, I as above, the following inequality 
M(m,I,p,x,y) > 0 (4.2) 
holds. The sign of inequality in (4.2) is reversed for p < 1. Further, in either case, the equality 
holds if and only if 
x~ = x A ' for all i , j  e I. 
Y~ Yj 
As in [7], the following result holds. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x,y E E and p > 1. Then, the inequality 
H(m+s, I ,p ,x ,y)  > H(m,I,p,x,y) + H(s,I ,p,x,y) >_ O, (4.3) 
holds t'or all m, s E E. 
PROOF. By HSlder's type inequality, we have 
(a p + bp)I/p(c q -{- dq) 1/q ~_ ac + bd, 
for all a, b, c, d _> 0 and p > 1. Therefore, 
Him + s,Z,p,x,y)= (llxll~,,,~ + IIxll:,.,~) '/~ (llyll~,,,~ + Ilyll:,,,~) 1/' -IIxyll..,,,~- IIzyll.,,,, 
> IIxll-,,~,~llyllm,~,~ + IIzll.,~,~llyll.,~,~ -IIzyll.,,~,~ -I Izyl l . , I ,~ 
= H(m,I,p,x,y) + H(s,I,p,x,y), 
which proves the inequality (4.3). 
The following inequality also holds (see also [7]). 
LEMMA 4.2. With the above assumptions, we have 
M(m + s,I ,p,x,y) > M(m,I ,p,z,y)  + M(s,I ,p,x,y) ~ O, (4.4) 
?or all m, s E E and p > 1. 
PROOF. Using the inequality of Minkowski type 
(aV+bp)l/P+(~+dP)l/P>[(a+c)V+(b+d)V]l/P, fora, b,c,d)_O, 
we have successively 
Him + s,I ,p,x,y) = [(lizll~,x,p + Iizll~,,,p) 1/p + (ll~ll~,,,p + Ilyll~,,,p)~/v]  
- IIz + y l l~ , i ,p  - IIz + y l I L ,~  
_> (llxll,n,~,p + Ilyll,,,,I,vF + (llzll,,~,p + Ilyll,,~,p) p
IIz + P - yl l , , , , i ,p IIx + - yll.,1,v 
= M (m, I ,p, x, y) + M (s, I ,p, x, y) ,  
which finishes the proof of the inequality (4.4). 
Now, define the mapping: 
1 llq _ 
Z m,x~j ~ Z m'Yq Mx ~ mix,y, T(m,I ,p,x,y) := ~ iE l  / iEI / iEl  J 
where m,I ,p ,x ,y  are as above and Mz := ~-~iet mi > 0. 
As an application of Theorem 2.1, we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. With the above assumptions, the mapping T(., I,p, x, y) is supermultiplica~ 
rive on E. 
PROOF. The argument is obvious by Theorem 2.1 applied for the mappings 
L(m) := H(m, I,p, x, y), which is superadditive on E, 
and 
and observing that 
A(m) := MI, which is linear on E, 
[ L(m) 1 ~(~) T(m,I,p,z,y) = LA(m)j . 
Finally, if we consider the mapping 
v(m,I,p,x,y) := ~ ~ m,x~ 
iEl / 
+/~~,~' r /  / - - -  
V "~ ,~I / j 
1 Emi (x i  +yi)p}Mt 
MI iE, 
then the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. With the above assumptions, we have 
V(m + s,I,p,x,y) > V(m,I,p,x,y)V(s,I ,p,x,y), 
i.e., the mapping V(-, I, p, x, y) is supermultiplicative on E. 
The proof is obvious by the inequality (4.4) and Theorem 2.1. 
5. APPL ICAT IONS FOR (~EBYSEV'S  INEQUAL ITY  
Let a = (ak)keN, b = (bk)keN and p = (Pk)keN be sequences of real numbers with pk >_ 0 
(k E N) and define the mapping 
rc(i,~, a, b):= e, ~p,a,b, - ~p,o,  ~ p,b,, 
iEl iEl iEl 
where PI := ~ ie I  Pi and I is a finite part of N. 
It is well known that (see, e.g., [8, p. 239]) if a, b are similarly ordered, i.e., (ai -aj)(bi -bj) > 0, 
for all i, j E N, then the inequality 
TC(I, p, a, b) > 0 
holds. This inequality is well known in literature as (~eby~ev's inequality. For other recent results 
connected with this classic inequality, see [8, pp. 239-293; 9], where further eferences are given. 
The following lemma which is interesting in itself holds. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that a,b are similarly ordered. Then, TC(I,.,a,b) is superadditive on 
J+(R), where J+(R) := {p : p = (Pi)~eN and p~ > 0, for a/l i e N}. 
PROOF. From the known identity (see, e.g., [9]) 
1 
TC(I,x,a,b) = ~ E xixj(ai -aj)(bi-bj) ,  
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Z (Pi Jr q~)(Pj -b qj)(a~ - aj)(b~ - bj) 
(i,j)eI2 
1 1 
-~ 5 ~ p ip j (a i -a j ) (b i -b j ) -b~ ~ q iq j (a i -a j ) (b i -b j )  
(ij)e12 (ij)eI2 
1 
Y~ pjqi(ai - aj)(bi - bj) q- 1 (ij)E! ~-~ piqj(ai -a i ) (b i  -b j )  + "2(ij)  ; 
= TC(I ,p,a,b) +TC( I ,q ,a ,b)  q- Z piqj(ai - aj)(bi - bj), 
(ij)ei2 
from which we have 
TC( I ,p  + q, a, b) - TC( I ,  p, a, b) - TC( I ,  q, a, b) = 
COROLLARY 5. i. i. 
Z piqj(ai - aj)(bi - bj) ~_ O. 
(i,j)e~ 2 
With the above assumptions and p >_ q >_ 0, we have the inequality 
TC( I ,  p, q, a, b) >_ TC( I ,  q, a, b) > O, 
i.e., the mapping TC( I,., a, b) is monotonic nondecreasing on J+ (R ). 
PROOF. Since 
TC( I ,  p, a, b) = TC( I ,  (p - q) A- q, a, b) > TC( I ,  p - q, a, b) q- TC( I ,  q, a, b), 
(5.1) 
we find 
TC(I ,p,a,b) - TC(I ,q,a,b) > TC( I ,p  - q,a,b) > 0 
and this proves the monotonicity of TC(I , . ,  a, b). 
Now, let us define the mapping 
ZP ia i  Pibi • B(I ,p,a,b) :=- piaibi - 
\ iEl  iEI 
Then by Theorem 2.1, applied for the sublinear mapping TC(I , . ,  a, b) and for the linear functional 
:~-~ie/, we can state the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. With the above assumptions and p, q >_ 0 so that PI, Q1 > 0, we have the 
inequality 
B( I ,p+ q,a,b) >__ B(I ,p,a,b)B(I ,q,a,b).  
Note that, this inequality is equivalent to 
+ q,)a,b, 1 + q,)a, + 
~ez Pl + QI ~el ~ei 
>_ p ,a ,b , -  ~p,a ,  ~p,b ,  q,a,b,-  q,a, q,b, 
\ iEI iEl iEl / \ iEl  
which is a refinement, in a sense, of the classical inequality due to Ceby.~ev. 
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6. APPLICATIONS FOR 
CAUCHY-BUNIAKOWSKY-SCHWARZ'S INEQUALITY 
The following inequality is well known in literature as Cauchy-Buniakowsky-Schwarz's inequal- 
ity 
~-~pia~ -~plb 2 >_ piaibi , (6.1) 
iEl  iEl  \ iE l  / 
where Pi >- O, ai,bi E R (i E I), I is a finite set of indices. Note that ifpi > 0 for all i E I, then 
the equality holds in (6.1), if and only if there exists a real number such that ai = rb~, for all 
i E I .  
Consider the mapping 
C(I,p,a,b) := Zpia  2 Zp ib~ - piaibi , 
iEl  iEl  \ iE l  / 
defined for all p = (P~)~eN C J+(N), a = (a~)ieN, b = (bi)i~N C R, and I E Pf(N). 
The following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 6.1. With She above assumptions the mapping C ( I ; ., a, b) is superaddith,e on J+ (R). 
PROOF. Using the well-known Lagrange's identity [8], we have 
1 
C(I, p, a, b) := 
Now, let p, q e J+ (R). Then, 
1 
c( I ,p+q,a ,b )  = 
Z pipj(aibj - ajbi) 2. 
(i,j)ei2 
Z (Pi + qi)(Pj + qj)(aibj - ajbi) 2 
(i,j)ei2 
1 1 
= 2 Z pipj(aibj -a jb i )  2 + ~ E qiqj(aibj - ajbi) 2 
( i , j )e I  2 ( i , j )e l  2 
1 b 1 +2 Z Piqj(ai j -a jb , )  2+5 E pjqi(aibj -ajbi)  2 
( i , j )El 2 (i,/)El 2 
= C(I,p,a,b) + C(I,q,a,b) + ~ piqj(aibj - ajb~) ~, 
(i,j)~r2 
which gives us 
C(I, p + q, a, b) - C(I, p, a, b) - C(I, q, a, b) = piqj(a~bj - ajbi) ~ >_ O, 
and the statement is proved. 
Consider the mapping 
BU(I ,  p, a, b) := p~a i p~bi - p~aib~ , 
iEI  iEI \ iE l  / 
where I, p, a, b are as above and Px > 0. 
As an application of Theorem 2.1 we can state the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The mapping BU ( I, ., a, b ) is supermu1$iplicative on J+(R). 
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Next, we shall consider another mapping closely connected with Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwarz's 
inequality 
a 2 b 2 SC(I ,p,a,b)  := Pi i P~ i - piaib~ , 
LiEI iEI  J iE1 
where p = (P,)*eN e J+(R), a, b are real sequences and I is a finite set of indices. 
Now we shall prove the following interesting lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. With the above assumptions, the mapping SC ( I , ., a, b) is superadditive on J+ (R ). 
PROOF. Let p, q e J+(R). Then, 
SC(I ,  p + q, a, b) = 
> 
- Zp ,  aib,+ Zq ia ib i  
iEl  iEI 
~el / \ ,e l  ] 
- ~elP, a,b, - ~q 'a ,  b, 
where we have used the elementary inequality 
[(x~ + y~) (z~ + u2)]'/2 > xz + y~,, 
and the triangle inequality Is + t I < Isl + Itl, t, s e R. 
Now, if we consider the new mapping: 
SC(I ,  p, a, b) + S(I,  q, a, b), 
+ q,a~ {Zq ib~} 
k iE I  ] 
where x, y, z, u > 0, 
[(' /"2(' ' Jl 
cBs(I,p,a,b) := -p; Zp,a~ ~ Zp ,  b ~, - ~ Zp,~,b, 
~el / iel / iez IJ 
then, by the use of Theorem 2.1, we can state the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. The mapping CBS( I , . ,  a, b) is supermultiplicative on J+(R). 
Finally, let us consider the mapping 
D(I,p,a,b) := [C(I,p,a,b)l'/2 = Zp ,~,  ~p,b ,  - Zp,~,b, 
Li~I 'E I  \ iE I  / 
We will prove the following proposition which improves Lemma 6.1. 
LEMMA 6.5. The mapping D(I , . ,  a, b) is superadditive on J+(R). 
PROOF. As in Lemma 6.1, we have 
D2( I ,p+q,a ,b)  = D2(I,p,a,b) + D2(I,q,a,b) + ~ piqj(aibj -a jb i )  2. 
(~,j)el 2
We will prove the following inequality: 
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which is equivalent to 
(z / 2 2 p,a~ ~ qib 2 ÷ ~ q,a, ~ p,b, - 2 ~ p,a,b, ~ q,a,b, 
\ iEI iEI iEI iEI iEI iEI / 
Denote 
a := pia , x :-- qia , 
\ iE I  / \~E I  / 
, q,b  , 
\ iE l  ] \ iE l  ] 
c := ~-~piaibi, z := ~-~qiaibi. 
iEI iEI 
Then, the inequality (6.2) can be written in the following form: 
(a2y 2 % b2x 2 -  2cz) 2 ~ 4 (a2b 2-  c 2) (x2y 2-  z2). 
But a simple calculation shows that 
0 < 4 (a=b ~ - c 2) (x2y ~ - z ~) < 4 (abxy - cz) ~ , 
and since 
a2y 2 + b2x 2 - 2cz > 2(abxy - cz) ~ O, 
we deduce that 
(a2y 2 + b2x 2 - 2ez) 2 ~_> 4 (aby~y - cz) 2 ~_ 4 (a2b 2 - c 2) (x2y 2 - z2), 
which proves the inequality (6.3). 
Consequently, by the use of the inequality (6.2), we have 
D2(I ,p + q,a, b) > D2(I ,p,a, b) + D2(I,q,a,b) + 2D( I ,p ,a ,b)D( I ,q ,a ,  b) 
= (D(I ,p,a,b)  + D(I ,q,a,b))  2, 
and the lemma is proved. 
Finally, by the use of Theorem 2.1, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Consider the mapping 
DU(I ,p ,a,b)  := ~II ie I  iEI i¢I / 
where p, a, b are as above. Then She mapping DU ( I, ., a, b) is supermuItiplicative. 
For other inequalities of Cauchy-Buniakowski-Schwarz's type, see [11-13] where further refer- 
ences are given. 
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